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*Technical Bulletin:  Jet Edge issues recommended 
equipment updates through the use of Technical Bulletins.  
In order to keep your equipment running at its best, it is 
strongly recommended that updates be implemented 
timely. 
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IGEMS 2023 Subscription License
Purpose: IGEMS USB licenses activated prior to 01/01/19 will no longer be 

supported and will require an upgrade to a Subscription License as of 
01/01/23.

Systems: All IGEMS USB licenses activated prior to 01/01/19 and any operating 
system utilizing current IGEMS software with expired maintenance 
packages are valid for this upgrade.

Details: Effective 1/1/23, IGEMS is moving to an Annual Subscription License, 
replacing the current USB Licensing. Each year upon subscription 
renewal, subscribers will receive all updated IGEMS modules: 

• 2D licenses will be renewed at $1,400/annually and includes updated 
CAD/CAM tools, 3-axis CAM, AWJ, Nest level 1, Nest level 2, Data 
Exchange, Sign Maker, Tile Maker, Rotation Axis, Camera Software, 
Organizer, and Floating License abilities.

• 3D licenses will be renewed at $2,720/annually and includes all of the 
above 2D upgrades in addition to 6-axis CAM for .STEP and .IGES 3D 
models. 

Benefit: Each year, IGEMS is releasing updates to its software to improve 
reliability and make it more user friendly. If you have not paid for the 
USB upgrades over the years, you are several revisions back and are 
missing out on programming features designed to reduce programming 
time. The Subscription Renewal will ensure you are working with the 
latest version of all IGEMS modules. 

Jet Edge Training: Through March 31, 2023, if your subscription is 
renewed through Jet Edge, we will include a free virtual training 
program to ensure you are getting the most from the update.  

• The introductory 2D subscription training session will be a 2 hour, 
interactive session. Additional time may be purchased if more in depth 
training is desired. 

• The introductory 3D subscription training session will be a 4 hour, 
interactive session. Additional time may be purchased if more in depth 
training is desired.

This is your opportunity to upgrade your old system and receive free 
training on the newest IGEMS features. 

Order Now: Call Jet Edge (800)-JET EDGE or email parts@jetedge.com with 
“Renew my IGEMS subscription” in the subject line to upgrade your 
programming software. We will confirm receipt and schedule your free 
programming session.
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